This non-mandatory handbook is for drivers and signallers when working in CSR areas

This non-mandatory handbook is for drivers and signallers when working in IVRS areas

This non-mandatory handbook is for all staff who need to understand the meaning of signals, hand signals, indicators and signs

This non-mandatory handbook is for drivers and signallers who need to understand AWS and TPWS

**PTS T** = PTS Track worker

**PTS N** = PTS Non track worker

**Emerg** = Track workers who use emergency protection equipment

**HSM** = Handsignaller. This requires PTS T and at least IWA.

**P/O** = Points operator. This requires PTS T and at least IWA unless person is restricted to working with a RSA

**RSA** = Route setting agent. This requires PTS T and at least IWA, if working with a P/O must be COSS

**LCA** = Level crossing attendant. This requires PTS T and at least IWA

**Lookout** = Lookout and site warden. This requires PTS T

**IWA** = Individual working alone. This requires PTS T

**COSS** = Controller of site safety. This requires PTS T

**ES** = Engineering Supervisor. This requires PTS T and COSS.

**PICOP** = Person in charge of possession. This requires PTS T and COSS

**M/C** = Machine controller. This requires PTS T and COSS

**PicOS** = Person in charge of sidings possession

**POCL** = Person in charge of loading and unloading

**SwL** = Safe work leader

---

These publications are used to update the Rule Book - (WON) weekly and (PON) quarterly

This module is required when working in AC electrified areas

This module is required when working in DC electrified areas

This non-mandatory handbook is for drivers and signallers when working in CSR areas

This non-mandatory handbook is for drivers and signallers when working in IVRS areas

This non-mandatory handbook is for all staff who need to understand the meaning of signals, hand signals, indicators and signs

This non-mandatory handbook is for drivers and signallers who need to understand AWS and TPWS
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